
SCOUT Projects:   Master Stateroom Updates 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)         Ray and Lisa Henry  

Description 
The headboard the crew of Avocet made was beautiful (and homey) but difficult (requiring 2 people) to 

remove/re-attach for anchor locker inspection.  We wanted to update the master stateroom with new 

lighting, 12V fan, and a simple cover for anchor locker hatches.  When we removed the headboard, 

which covered the joint from bow to sides, we decided we also needed to patch and paint the 

beadboard panels. 

Parts Used 
1. Photo-printed fabric from http://www.zazzle.com 

2. Quilting materials 

3. Modified LED wall lamps (see Alternative Reading Lights/Lamps.pdf project) 

4. 12V fan 

 
 

5. Zinsser mildew resistant primer 

6. Exterior, mildew resistant, 25 year semi-gloss paint 

7. Vinyl/composite trim 

Design 
For the forward bulkhead covering, we really liked the headboard the Avocet crew built for the anchor 
locker hatch cover and wanted something similarly “soft”.  We chose two of our favorite photos and had 
them printed on 54” x 28” fabric. Instead of sewing on a black border separately, we just added a black 
surround to our photo before sending it to be printed. 
 
The original 12V supply for the wall lamps was not easy to bring out where the reading lights were, so a 
12V run was made from the closet light through the cabinets over to the new locations.  On the port 
side, the fan supply was also connected to this run. 
 
We wanted something to cover the forward bulkhead edge where it met the hull sides port and 
starboard.  I thought some vinyl trim pieces from the big box store could be heated and bent to match 
the curve of the panel. 
 

http://www.zazzle.com/


Assembly 

Panel repair and paint 
We patched all the holes and chips in the beadboard panels, sanded them, and cleaned with acetone.  

We put on 2 coats of mildew-resistant primer and then painted with 2 coats of exterior semi-gloss 

white. 

While envisioning sanding and coating the wood trim removed from the perimeter of the ceiling panels, 

we thought some of the big box store composite white trim might be easier.  After holding up a couple 

of pieces, we thought it made the stateroom appear a bit larger.  We went ahead with this idea, but had 

to paint them in the end because the white was not a very good match with the panel paint we were 

using. 

While the anchor locker hatches were removed for painting the panels, raw bulkhead edges were 

noticed starting to mildew and potentially rot from errant water contact.  While out, the exposed edges 

of the cutouts were cleaned and epoxy-sealed before re-installing the hatch panels.  

  
 

Large anchor locker hatches 

 

I nicknamed this “Cabinet-top Yoga” during sanding and painting: 

 



 

The vinyl trim bordering the forward panel worked pretty well.  I used a ceramic space heater to heat up 

the piece and slowly bend it to the same curve as the edge of the panel.  They were not manufactured 

even, or the same port/starboard.   

 

 

Even though the trim pieces were “white”, it needed several coats of paint also to match the wall color. 

                

 



Instead of refinishing the wood trip that was removed around the perimeter of the stateroom headliner, 

white composite trim was used and painted to match the panel color. 

 

 

12V fan and New Lighting 
The 12V feed for the original reading lights was impractical to run down to where we wanted the new 

wall sconces.  Instead, a new 12V tap was run from the closet light, through the cabinets, to the new 

location.  On the port side, a new 12V fan was also supplied with power. 

 

Lighting and Fan 

 

Wall Hanging 
The photo fabric printing came out really well.  We chose one sunrise and one sunset photo from our 

picture library, so we have two to choose from. 



Quilt batting was sewn in between the photo fabric and a back fabric. We used a computer with the 

photo to preview where the intermediate quilting lines should approximately be located. 

A lot of pinning and sewing work ensued……. 

  
 

  
 

There was even some blood involved! 

 



 

 

A simple café rod was used to hang up the panel on the bulkhead, covering the access hatches.  

 



Completion 

 

 

 

 

 


